The electronic storage of medical patient data is becoming a daily experience in most of the practices and hospitals worldwide. However, much of the available data is in free text form, a convenient way of expressing concepts and events but especially challenging if one wants to perform automatic searches, summarization or statistical analyses. Information Extraction can relieve some of these problems by offering a semantically informed interpretation and abstraction of the texts. MedInX, the Medical Information eXtraction system developed in the context of this PhD dissertation is designed to process textual clinical discharge records written in Portuguese and to perform automatic and accurate mapping of free text reports onto a structured representation. MedInX components are based on Natural Language Processing principles, and provide several mechanisms to read, process and utilize external resources, such as terminologies and ontologies. MedInX current practical applications include automatic code assignment and an audit system capable of systematically analyze the content and completeness of the clinical reports. The evaluation of the system on a set of authentic patient discharge letters indicate that the system performs with 95% precision and recall.
Introduction
The rapid adoption of Electronic Medical Records (EMR) in the clinical domain, with the parallel growth of narrative data in electronic form, is a strong incentive for the development of Medical Language Processing (MLP) systems. Enriching EMR systems with rich domain knowledge and rules would greatly enhance their performance and ability to support clinical decisions. However, the content of health records is extremely complex, as a considerable part of a patient health records is free-form written or spoken text. Particularly, they describe a sequence of events, narratives, reflecting the need for a precise and complete explanation when describing the health status of a patient. This type of expressive description also bears a substantial ambiguity and personal differences in vocabulary and style [1] [2] . Frequently, specialists from the same discipline cannot agree on unambiguous terms to be used while describing a patient's condition. To overcome this problem and also to ensure improved quality control and reduced medical errors, structured data is required. This is where Natural Language Processing (NLP) and more precisely Information Extraction (IE) is needed.
The present document focuses on MedInX, a Medical Information eXtraction system designed to process textual clinical discharge records written in Portuguese in order to perform automatic and accurate mapping of free text reports onto a structured representation [3] . MedInX uses IE technology to structure the information present in discharge reports originated by the EMR system being used in the region of Aveiro in Portugal, the Telematic Healthcare Network RTS [4] [5] and automatically instantiates a knowledge representation model from the free-text patient discharge letters.
The main goal of MedInX is to improve access to clinical reports, and, consequently, enable faster and more accurate statistical data creation and analysis. Improving the access to quality information on health for both patient and health professionals also contributes to reduce medical errors and to increase safety and efficiency, while the creation of a semantically informed interpretation of texts contributes to enable patient mobility and borderless access to health care. Moreover, MedInX reaches the previous objectives while allowing physicians to continue to practice using their current descriptive language in free-text reports without a requirement to enter structured data in a complex, time consuming computer-based system. The current abstract starts by presenting some studies related with the area of Medical Information Extraction in Section 3. The patient discharge letters analysed in this work are then presented in Section 4 together with the main characteristics of the Medical Information Extraction system. The evaluation of the system on a set of authentic discharge records is presented in Section 5 while Section 6 concludes the document with a reference to some of the real world applications developed within this PhD project.
Background and Related Work
Information Extraction is a sub-discipline of NLP whose goal is, as the term implies, to extract information from text, but to do so without requiring the end user of the information to read the text. In the clinical domain IE was initially approached with complete systems, i.e., systems featuring all functions required to fully analyze free-text. The first of these large-scale projects of MLP was the Linguistic String Project Medical Language Processor (LSP-MLP) of New York University. The LSP-MLP aims at enabling extraction and summarization of signs/symptoms, drug information, and identification of possible medication side effects [6] . The Specialist system [7] is being developed at the United States National Library of Medicine (USNLM) and is intended to function as a set of NLP tools for biomedical knowledge bases, and the Medline abstracts. The Specialist is part of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) project, which includes the Specialist Lexicon, the Semantic Network and the UMLS Metathesaurus [8] . Inspired by this work, Friedman et al. [9] developed the Medical Language Extraction and Encoding system (MedLEE) system, currently in development at the New York Presbyterian Hospital and at Columbia University. MedLEE is mainly semantically driven and is used not only to extract information from clinical narrative reports, but also to participate in an automated decision-support system, and to allow natural language queries. MedLEE was the first biomedical NLP system to be applied to an institution different than the one where it was developed.
To develop and implement the complete MLP systems cited in the previous paragraphs, significant resources were required. In order to overcome this issue, several authors progressively experimented with more simple systems focused on specific IE tasks and on a limited number of different types of information to extract. These more focused systems demonstrated good performance and are now the majority of systems used for IE [10] [11].
Medical Information Extraction in European Portuguese
During the hospitalization of a patient a large amount of data is produced in textual form, as for example, the admission document, the examination reports, the daily notes and the patient discharge letters (PDLs), which are the main focus of this work. The aim of these documents is to transfer summarized information from the hospital setting to other wards, normally to the general practitioner, in order to assure the continuity of care. MedInX addresses this type of narratives because they cover the whole inpatient period and summarize the main occurrences during that period. The first step to the development of MedInX was the creation of a corpus of authentic health records to be used in the development and evaluation of the system. This corpus was gathered through a list of hospital episodes to which had been assigned a code for the diagnoses of cerebrovascular disease. The corpus consists, thus, of 915 discharge letters written in Portuguese corresponding to patients admitted with at least one of the several cerebrovascular disease related codes. In order to be able to evaluate the performance of the system, the MedInX corpus of discharge letters has been divided into two subsets: the Development Set with 829 documents and the Test Set, to be used in the evaluation of the performance of the system with, approximately, 10% of the MedInX corpus, exactly 86 PDLs. Table 1 gives some statistics for the amount of documents, sentences and tokens included in the development and evaluation set of MedInX. Figure 1 presents a style preserving illustration of a PDL in which is possible to analyze the general content and structure of the documents. The discharge documents have several interesting contextual features. In general, it is evident that the narratives are written from a professional to a professional in order to support information transfer, remind important facts and supplement numeri- Table 1 . Number of documents, sentences and tokens in the MedInX corpus and its subsets.
Development Set
cal data. The texts are normally intelligible and the meaning becomes evident from the context even in the presence of numerous linguistic and grammatical mistakes, several word abbreviations, acronyms and signs. 
The MedInX system
MedInX is a system designed for the clinical domain which contains components for the extraction of hypertension-specific characteristics from the unstructured PDLs. Its components [3] are based on NLP principles and contain several mechanisms to read, process and utilize external resources, as terminologies and ontologies. These external resources represent an important part of the system by providing structured representations of the domain, clinical facts and events present in the texts. The MedInX ontologies allow the assignment of domain-specific meanings to terms and use these meanings in their operations. In MedInX four new ontologies were created, namely two formalizations of the international classification systems ICD-9-CM [12] and ICF [13] , a drugs ontology and a conceptualization of the structure and content of the discharge reports, the MedInX ontology. MedInX ontology, particularly, was designed as an extensible knowledge model and used for storing and structuring the PDLs entities and their relations, including temporal and modifying information. For instance, the MedInX ontology describes the fact that a Sign or Symptom is a Condition, a prescribed Medication is a Therapeutic, a Procedure can be targeted to an Anatomical Site, and so forth. To identify the concepts in the ontology a middle-out strategy was used, i.e., first the core basic terms were identified in text and then specified and generalized as required. Figure 2 illustrates MedInX architecture in which is possible to identify the following components:
1. Document Reader: a component which converts PDLs file into plain text and extracts implicit meaning from the structure of the document by converting the embedded tags of the input document into annotations; 2. General natural language processing: components for sentence discovery, tokenization and part-of-speech tagging; 3. REMMIX: the Named Entity Recognition component of MedInX which concentrates in the later stages of IE, i.e., takes the linguistic objects as input and finds domain-dependent classifications and patterns among them. REMMIX is made up of three other components: -Context Dependent annotator: an annotator that creates annotations from one or more tokens, using regular expressions and surrounding tokens as clues;
-Concept finding: a component which extracts concepts based on specified terminologies and ontologies, and determines negation, lateralization and modifiers;
-Relation extraction: a component which extracts relations between concepts using contextual information; 4. CAS Consumers: responsible for ending the process and creating the desired output. The three main consumers of MedInX are: -XML consumer: which produces an XML file with the annotations of the previous annotators.
-Ontology population: which populates the MedInX ontology. This component produces an OWL file with the information contained in the CAS.
-Template filling: which outputs the knowledge extracted from the narratives to a template containing information about the patient and its health related state, with the correspondent ICF codes. 
Evaluation and Results
In order to evaluate an IE system, its facts need to be compared to some ground truth. In MedInX there was no computer-processable ground truth of proper dimensions to which MedInX results could be compared to. Given so, the evaluation of MedInX was based on the manual inspection of the results of the system, i.e., the automatically annotated PDLs in order to determine their correctness. To this purpose, an evaluation interface was developed to allow a simple visualization and evaluation of the annotations created on each report. The interface is represented in Figure 3 where it is possible to observe the extracted entities and the visual representation of their relations.
The evaluation of MedInX in the task of extracting information from the PDLs of HIP was performed between the 28th of October 2010 and the 28th of February 2011 by seven judges belonging to different expertise areas. More specifically, the judges group was constituted by two computer scientists, a linguist, a radiologist, two psychologists and a physician. The 86 PDLs of the evaluation set were automatically annotated by MedInX and made available for evaluation during four months. During this period a total of 30 different reports have been reviewed.
The results obtained in the task of semantic classification are presented in Table 2 in terms of precision, recall and F-measure. These values indicate a very good performance of MedInX, an important result especially regarding its precision. Given that MedInX is tailored to the medical domain and intended to process clinical text, it is relevant that it is capable of correctly extracting the entities and relations described in text. Also, MedInX automatically populates the PDLs knowledge representation model used in its several applications. Only a precise system is capable of producing a correct, consistent and concise ontology. However, we were also concerned with the completeness of such ontology, i.e., with the recall of the system. In general, the results obtained indicate that MedInX performs with high precision and recall, being both values evaluated as, approximately, 95%. 
Conclusion
Health information systems are becoming more frequent worldwide and are expected to lower costs and improve health care quality through improved access to health information. However, free unstructured text is still a common source of information in this type of systems, preventing the information included in this type of narrative text to be used in several relevant medical applications, such as clinical decision support systems. MedInX, the IE system presented in this document, is the first Medical Information Extraction system for Portuguese texts. MedInX uses an ontology-driven approach to the task of IE from the clinical narratives. By using ontologies, the system converts a complete report into a relational information model and increases the expressive power of the extraction rules. The precision and recall of MedInX were determined in the evaluation of the system against a set of 30 discharge documents validated by 7 different judges. The systems obtained an F-measure of 95% in the task of identifying and classifying relevant clinical entities. These results are particularly relevant in a system intended to be used in the clinical area, a domain where the impact of errors and missing data has particular relevance as it can influence medical decisions and, consequently, the patients health. After the evaluation of MedInX on a set of authentic health records, the system has been used to exemplify
